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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Asymmetric tensor fields appear in a wide range of engineering applications such as

solid and fluid mechanics, structural engineering, and medical imaging. In these appli-

cations, they often appear in the form of the spatial gradient of a vector field, such as the

velocity vector field in fluid dynamics or the deformation vector field in solid mechanics.

For example, in flow visualization the velocity gradient tensor field, an asymmetric ten-

sor field, describes non-translational motions in fluid parcels such as rotation, stretching,

and volume changes that cannot be easily inferred from direct visualization of the ve-

locity vector field [46]. Consequently, effective visualization techniques for asymmetric

tensor fields can potentially benefit many applications in the aforementioned domains.

Despite the potential of asymmetric tensor field visualization, there has been rela-

tively little work in this area. Most existing tensor field visualization techniques focus

on symmetric tensors and use either glyphs or hyperstreamlines following the major or

minor eigenvectors of the tensor field. Due to fundamental differences between sym-

metric and asymmetric tensors, these techniques cannot be easily adapted to the visual-

ization of the latter. For example, symmetric tensors always have real eigenvalues while

asymmetric tensors can have complex eigenvalues. Furthermore, the major and minor

eigenvectors of an asymmetric tensor with real eigenvalues are not necessarily perpen-

dicular. Therefore, both the major and minor eigenvectors must be visualized as the

minor eigenvector field cannot be inferred from the major eigenvectors.
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In their pioneering work, Zheng and Pang [49] introduce the concept of dual-eigenvectors

which provide directional information of a 2D asymmetric tensor field inside complex

domains (i.e., complex eigenvalues). They also incorporate the idea of degenerate

curves to tensor field topology. These curves follow the boundaries between real and

complex domains and are extensions of degenerate points for symmetric tensor fields.

They visualize the asymmetric tensor field by using hyperstreamlines following the ma-

jor dual-eigenvectors in the complex domains and either the major or minor eigenvectors

in the real domains.

Zhang et al. [46] extend this research by introducing the concepts of eigenvalue

manifold and eigenvector manifold. With these manifolds, they develop analysis of 2D

asymmetric tensor fields as well as provide physical interpretation of this analysis when

the tensor field is the gradient of the velocity vector field. Zhang et al. also point out

that the elliptical tensor patterns in the complex domains cannot be easily inferred from

hyperstreamlines following the dual-eigenvectors since the eccentricity information is

missing. To overcome this difficulty, they propose the concept of pseudo-eigenvectors.

By intersecting evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines that follow either the major or minor

pseudo-eigenvectors, one obtains diamond-shaped regions whose smallest enclosing el-

lipses reflect the tensor patterns (Figure 1.1(b): right; Figure 1.1(c)).

These techniques leave several areas for improvement. Firstly, the visualization of

the asymmetric tensor field in complex domains requires the user to infer the ellipti-

cal shapes using the intersection of the hyperstreamlines (Figure 1.1(b)). However, this

intersection often does not form the shape of a diamond due to the difficulty in achiev-

ing perfectly evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines. This can cause difficulty in the physical
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: For an earthquake simulation data set, the hybrid visualization method (a) is
compared with the hyperstreamline technique [46] (c) for efficient visualization of the
patterns in the complex domains. (b) shows a close-up comparison of the glyphs and
the intersection of the hyperstreamlines inside the complex domains. Notice that the
elliptical patterns are difficult to infer from the intersections of hyperstreamlines.

interpretation and even provide misleading information. Secondly, the tensor magni-

tude, a quantity of great importance to the physical interpretation, has to be visualized

through the color hue, which has already been used to near full capacity to illustrate the

eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis [46]. This means that the tensor magnitude has to

be visualized using additional images, a situation domain scientists wish to eliminate.

Lastly, efficient visual exploration for a given data set requires the ability to inspect

the data from any viewpoint and at any level of detail, with quick feedback. Tracing

evenly-spaced streamlines on surfaces is a computationally expensive task as it requires

extensive geodesic distance computation. Compounding this with the fact that hyper-

streamlines need to be regenerated every time the user changes the level of detail makes

it computationally prohibitive to perform visual exploration of tensor fields on surfaces.

I develop the following improvements to address these issues and make the visual-
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Figure 1.2: The velocity gradient tensor field for a cooling jacket simulation [18] is
visualized using hyperstreamlines in the real domains and elliptical glyphs in the com-
plex domains. The colors of the background are based on the tensor analysis of [46].
Colored dots indicate degenerate points.

ization more intuitive in the context of solid and fluid mechanics as well as other appli-

cations. First, the technique of glyph packing from symmetric tensor field visualization

is applied to the visualization of elliptical patterns in the complex domains. Second,

the tensor magnitude is encoded into the size of the glyphs and the density of the hy-

perstreamlines. This allows for the tensor patterns, magnitude, and eigenvalue analysis

to be presented in the same image, which facilitates the visual exploration and physical

interpretation of the data. Lastly, an image space approach is considered for our hybrid

glyph and hyperstreamline technique. By carefully projecting the tensor field onto the

image plane, the running time for glyph packing and hyperstreamline placement on sur-

faces with complex geometry, such as the cooling jacket (Figure 1.2), is reduced from
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hours using an object space approach to seconds with pixel-level accuracy.

My contributions in this thesis lie in the following. I propose a hybrid visualiza-

tion framework for asymmetric tensor fields that better illustrates tensor patterns in the

complex domain. Hyperstreamlines are still used to visualize the patterns in the real

domains while glyphs are packed into the complex domains. I develop techniques to

improve various stages of the glyph packing algorithm including an adaptive seeding

method and also a precise boundary handling method. As part of this framework, I also

allow the tensor magnitude to be illustrated in the same image as other tensor analysis,

thus reducing the cognitive load of the domain scientists. To achieve this, a scalar func-

tion is used to vary the density of hyperstreamlines and size of the glyphs. To enable

fast feedback during visual exploration, I present an image space approach to tensor

field visualization. Key to this approach is appropriate projection of tensors from the

surface geometry to the image plane. Lastly, I have applied this asymmetric tensor field

visualization to both flow visualization and earthquake simulation. The latter represents

different kind of asymmetric tensor field, from earthquake mechanics.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review

of the most relevant work pertaining to this research. There has been much research

in the areas of streamline placement and glyph packing as well as tensor field analysis

from which this work is based. Chapter 3 provides a description of a number of basic

concepts for asymmetric tensor field analysis. Chapter 4 outlines the overall hybrid vi-

sualization pipeline. The visualization is first examined for planar surfaces where the

glyph packing and hyperstreamline placement stages are explained in depth. Then the

image space approach for general surfaces is explored. In Chapter 5, I present the visu-
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alization results of simulated fluid flow and deformation data sets and provide physical

interpretation for each.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review

Though this work focuses on the visualization of asymmetric tensor fields, the tech-

niques used to create the hybrid visualization presented are founded in the fields of

vector field visualization and also symmetric tensor field visualization. To help in the

understanding for each of these areas of research, I will review the most relevant past

work. For both vector and symmetric tensor fields, there has been much work for the

analysis aspect but for the purpose of this review, I will mainly focus on the visualiza-

tion aspect. The review of the previous work on asymmetric tensor fields, from which

the work is extended, focuses both on the analysis as well as the visualization efforts.

2.1 Vector Field Visualization

There has been much work in the area of vector field visualization. To provide a more

comprehensive overview of the area of vector field visualization, I will focus on texture-

based methods as well as streamline-based methods. A streamline is an integral curve

that is everywhere tangent to a given vector field [38]. Because texture-based meth-

ods gave inspiration for the streamline-based techniques featured in this paper, they are

of importance. This review is not a comprehensive overview of vector field analysis

and visualization and for interested readers, I refer them to the following surveys for

comprehensive reviews of these techniques [19, 20, 27, 28].
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2.1.1 Texture-Based Techniques

One of the first texture-based vector field visualizations was the spot noise texture syn-

thesis method by van Wijk [39]. Van Wijk uses this method to create a new type of noise

texture used for vector field visualization. By using spots of various sizes and orienta-

tions situated at grid locations, van Wijk achieves an intuitive vector field visualization.

The method is not restricted to particular types of vector fields as they visualize values,

gradients and also vector potential. However, certain types of vector fields may not lend

themselves to this type of visualization. Because this method appears early in the field of

vector field research, the computational time is relatively high. This method is extended

to parameterized surfaces though the visualization is still done in texture space.

The idea of texture-based vector field visualization is extended using a method called

Line Integral Convolution or LIC [4]. Cabral and Leedom use filtering techniques to lo-

cally blur the texture based on an underlying vector field. The method is local and

one-dimensional allowing it to be easily applied to general 2D and 3D vector fields.

They attempt to improve upon previous attempts at vector field visualization by allow-

ing for the parallelization of the LIC computation. The algorithm takes an input noise

texture and a vector field and produces the following visualization. Per pixel, the vec-

tor field is traced for a set number of pixels in both directions and the colors are then

blended. Based on the number of pixels traced, the vector field becomes more apparent.

For a value of zero, the original image is returned, while larger values result in informa-

tive vector field visualizations. Cabral and Leedom apply their method to a number of

applications including scientific visualization as well as artistic representation.
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Van Wijk attempts to improve upon his earlier work with spot noise and on the work

of LIC by introducing Image Based Flow Visualization or IBFV [40]. This method

attempts to exploit the rendering capabilities of modern graphics hardware to achieve

interactive frame rates for vector field visualization. This is done by warping the current

image based on the vector field and blending it with a number of previous background

images. These background images can either be from previous iterations of the vi-

sualization for a static vector field or of previous frames of a vector field animation.

However, the quality of the results greatly hinges on the construction of the first back-

ground images. This method can also handle unsteady flow which is of importance

to the flow visualization community. IBFV is noted as easy to understand, visualize

and implement, with the implementation consisting of standard OpenGL calls and some

bookkeeping [40].

There are many methods which extend the notion of texture advection to surfaces.

Image Space Advection (ISA) [21] and Image Based Flow Visualization for Curved

Surfaces (IBFVS) [41] were both published at relatively the same time and both tackled

this problem of application to curved surfaces. Both of these techniques are compared

side-by-side by Laramee et al [22]. ISA and IBFVS achieve similar results for flow

visualization while each have their strengths and weaknesses in specific situations. I

refer the reader to this comparison for more details.

Laramee et al. introduce the idea of ISA for unsteady flow on surfaces [21]. This is

done by projecting the surface geometry and the vector field to the image plane using

graphics hardware. This creates a view-dependent visualization that occludes all non-

visible surfaces of the geometry. The visualization is then done similarly to IBFV using
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a noise texture and the projected vector field. The projected surface geometry along with

an image denoting the depth discontinuities are used to restrict the texture advection

to the surface geometry and also to create a believable visualization. This method also

achieves interactive frame rates for complex surface geometry such as the cooling jacket

featured in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1.

Van Wijk extends his original work of IBFV to surfaces, which is denoted as IBFV

for curved surfaces or IBFVS [41]. Similar to ISA, the method only calculates the

visualization for the current view frame allowing for visual exploration of the data as

well as interactive frame rates. To obtain the current image, the last texture image is

warped along the vector field, blended with noise and stored. From there, the image

is blended with the lighting of the model and rendered. This is done again at each

frame to continue improving the accuracy of the vector field visualization. Van Wijk

notes that the depth buffer can be used during the noise blending to ensure that the

texture is blended only where the mesh is projected. However, unlike ISA, the depth

discontinuities are not explicitly handled, though blending with the lighting on the model

does address this issue somewhat. The visualization is applied to air flow visualization

as well as artistic rendering.

2.1.2 Streamline-Based Techniques

One of the first streamline-based techniques was that of Turk and Banks [38]. They pro-

posed an image-guided streamline placement algorithm where the placement of stream-

lines are manipulated based on the goal of minimizing an energy function. The method
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randomly places streamlets, short streamlines of a fixed length, and iteratively updating

their positions randomly or updates them based an energy function derived from the cur-

rent positioning of streamlines. Due to the fact that short streamlines can distract from

the flow of the image, they extend the method to create fewer, longer streamlines. Once

the streamlets are placed, a number of optimization operations are used along with the

energy function to optimize the placement of the streamlines. These include moving

the center of the streamline, creating a new streamlet, deleting an existing streamline,

lengthening or shortening a streamline or combining two existing streamlines. Turk and

Banks also allow the magnitude of the vector field to be illustrated using the thickness,

density and intensity of the streamlines [38].

Mao et al. extend the method of Turk and Banks [38] to curvilinear grid surfaces [25].

These surfaces are parameterized allowing for a simple application of the method of

Turk and Banks. This paper proposes a modified energy function to guide the process of

streamline distribution. The 3D vectors are mapped into the computational space of the

grid surface where distortion occurs. To account for this distortion, the energy function

is warped locally to achieve a consistent streamline placement on the surface.

Jobard and Lefer introduce an evenly-spaced streamline placement algorithm where

the density of the field is controlled by setting the separating distance between stream-

lines [13]. This separating distance relates to the overall density of the streamlines in

the visualization. After an initial streamline is traced, points along the streamline at a

distance equal to the separating distance are added to a queue. For each point in the

queue, a new streamline is traced and this process continues until the queue is empty.

Streamlines are stopped if they encounter existing streamlines at a distance equal to the
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separating distance. This work also categorizes different methods of integration includ-

ing fixed step size such as an Euler method, adaptive step size such as cubic Hermite-

interpolation and continuous integration methods. Jobard and Lefer apply this method

using a hand drawing style and also place directional glyphs along the streamlines to

better illustrate the underlying vector field.

Mebarki et al. seek to improve the seeding strategy of traditional streamline place-

ment methods to better improve the efficiency of computation [29]. They propose a

greedy approach similar to Jobard and Lefer where instead of considering points along

existing streamlines representing valid streamlines, only the farthest point away from all

existing streamlines is considered. This farthest point, however, is still within a specific

separation distance from an existing streamline. The seeding strategy attempts to cre-

ate a visualization with long streamlines to better emphasize the global flow field. This

method handles locally variable density as well as multi-resolution visualization.

Liu et al. propose an advanced evenly-spaced streamline placement method with ef-

forts to improve efficiency for all stages of the streamline generation pipeline [24]. To

achieve this speed up, they implement a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration method

with an adaptive step size and error control. They also utilize a cubic Hermite polyno-

mial interpolation scheme to create fewer samples along existing streamlines reducing

the amount of distance checking. Additionally, two methods for improving streamline

placement quality are explored. Double queues are used to favor seeding near critical

points and to favor long streamlines while adaptive distance control is explored to re-

duce large open spaces or cavities. Lastly, a robust loop detection strategy is employed

to address closed loops as well as spiral patterns. Using all these improvements, Liu et
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al. compare their method to that of Jobard and Lefer and Mebarki et al. (both referred

to previously) and determine that their visualization method produces similar or better

quality with up to an order of magnitude faster computation time.

Verma et al. seek to improve the seeding strategy of traditional streamline placement

methods to better capture critical points within the vector field [42]. The denote their

method as being flow-guided where streamlines are first traced near critical points and

then within the rest of the field. This method considers the characteristics of field cov-

erage, uniformity and continuity when computing the locations of streamlines. Field

coverage refers to visualizing all interesting features (critical points) of the flow field.

Uniformity refers to the even spacing of the streamlines in the field. Continuity refers

to the visualization quality in that fewer, longer streamlines provide a more continuous,

meaningful visualization. The flow-guided visualization is achieved by first identifying

the critical points of a vector field. These include centers, spirals, sources, sinks and

saddles. The domain is then separated into regions such that each region contains only

one critical point. Each critical point is seeded with a template based on its type after

which streamlines are then randomly distributed in the rest of the field. This method is

a single-pass method similar to that of Jobard and Lefer [13] which allows for efficient

and quick computation of the visualization.

Chen et al. extend the notion of topology preserving vector field visualization in their

work on vector field editing [5]. They propose a method for cancellation and creation of

topological structures such as fixed points, periodic orbits and separatrices. Their detec-

tion methods are applied to surface geometry as well as planar data. Chen et al. apply

this method to flow visualization of a diesel engine simulation data set demonstrating the
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effectiveness of the approach. In addition to providing analysis of this method, they also

provide a topology-preserving method for evenly-spaced streamline placement. First,

streamlines are traced following separatrices and periodic orbits after which the method

of Jobard and Lefer is used to saturate the rest of the field.

Wu et al. present a topology-aware evenly-spaced streamline placement algorithm

seeking to improve on the visualization quality of previous methods [44]. Singulari-

ties and separatrices are extracted and are used to split the flow field into topological

regions. Seeds are placed optimally within these regions to achieve a uniform density.

The method is compared with all previous evenly-spaced streamline placement meth-

ods with similar or better results. The optimal placement of the seeds allows for longer

streamlines resulting in a higher quality visualization.

Peng and Laramee propose a glyph-based method for visualizing the boundary flow

on surfaces originating from Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations [31]. This

method utilizes vector glyphs which are important for the illustration of the flow ori-

entation as well as direction, which is lost when visualizing streamlines. To apply this

method to surfaces, the boundary surface is projected to the image plane and vector

glyphs are placed at even intervals. The user can control the spatial resolution locally

of the vector glyphs to better understand the vector field in highly transient areas. The

visualization also supports exploration of the flow. The magnitude of the vector field

can be mapped to the color of the glyphs to include more information in the resulting

visualization.

Spencer et al. extend the image space method for visualizing vector glyphs to evenly-

spaced streamlines [35]. This method is general in that it can handle large, complex
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models with holes and discontinuities. This is achieved by projecting the vector field to

the image plane, similar to Peng and Laramee, where the visualization is then calculated.

This method is fast and efficient as it only calculates streamlines for visible portions of

the surface geometry and can exploit the graphics hardware for fast interpolation of the

vector field per pixel. This work also provides a technique for reproducing the per-

spective foreshortening induced by the perspective projection. This method is applied

to flow visualization on complicated diesel engine data sets including a diesel cylinder

(featured in Figure 5.4), a gas engine and a cooling jacket (featured in Figure 1.2).

2.2 Symmetric Tensor Field Visualization

Symmetric tensor field analysis and visualization have been well researched for both two

and three dimensions. For the purpose of this paper, I will only refer to the most relevant

work. Much of the streamline based symmetric tensor field visualization focuses on the

curvature tensor, derived from the local curvature of a surface, while the glyph-based

symmetric tensor field visualization focuses on the diffusion tensor, a naturally occur-

ring tensor found in the field of medical imaging. Texture-based tensor visualization

does not focus on any tensor in particular as far as I can tell.

2.2.1 Analysis of Symmetric Tensor Fields

Delmarcelle and Hesselink [6] provide a comprehensive study on the topology of 2D

symmetric tensor fields and define hyperstreamlines, which they use to visualize tensor
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fields. A hyperstreamline is similar to a streamline in that it is a line that is everywhere

tangent to the major or minor eigenvector fields of the tensor field. They define the

notion of singular or degenerate points where the eigenvector fields abruptly change di-

rection. When these occur in their visualization, the current hyperstreamline is simply

stopped. In this analysis, many types of symmetric tensors are considered as well as the

inability of hyperstreamlines to visualize asymmetric tensor fields, where eigenvalues

can be complex. Extracting hyperstreamlines, the simplest continuous tensor structure,

is paramount in understanding the sometimes complex natures of tensor fields. This in-

formation is easily lost in previous visualization strategies focusing on scalar and vector

fields.

This research is later extended to the analysis of 3D symmetric tensor fields by

Hesselink et al [9]. This work analyzes the topology of vector fields as well as 2D

and 3D tensor fields. The degenerate points where eigenvalues are equal, which were

discovered by Delmarcelle and Hesselink [6], are classified as wedge points and trisector

points. They note that these degenerate points can be combined to form more familiar

singularities such as saddles, sources, sinks and foci. Zheng and Pang further explore the

features of tensor fields in 3D [48]. They show that the extension of degenerate points

from 2D tensors are actually lines in 3D. They provide a robust algorithm to extract

these features in a numerically stable and accurate manner. Zheng et al. complete this

analysis of topological structures of 3D tensor fields [50]. They note that separating

surfaces emanating from degenerate lines can be extracted and studied.

Tricoche et al. present a method for tracking the topology of time-dependent 2D

symmetric tensor fields [36]. They allow degenerate points, both wedges and trisectors,
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to be tracked over time and observe the behavior as they change location. They note

different types of bifurcations, structural changes to the topology, including pairwise

annihilation where two degenerate points of opposite index merge and pairwise creation

where two simple degenerate points are created from one with complex structure. Also

wedge bifurcation is noted where two wedges with singular separatrices are merged to

form a double wedge. Their observations give insights into the cancellation of degener-

ate points for tensor field editing applications.

2.2.2 Texture-Based Techniques

There have been few texture-based techniques for symmetric tensor field visualization.

Zheng and Pang provide a high-quality texture-based tensor field visualization tech-

nique, HyperLIC [47], which adapts the idea of Line Integral Convolution (LIC) [4]

to symmetric tensor fields. HyperLIC is similar to LIC in that each pixel in the image

plane is calculated by a blurring based on the tensor field. Instead of using a vector line

to obtain this blurring, an ellipsoidal area based on the tensor field is used. This method

is applicable to both 2D tensor fields on 2D manifolds as well as 3D tensor fields on 3D

manifolds. Zheng and Pang note that the anisotropy in the tensor field is what is being

visualized with this method. When visualizing 3D tensor fields, this is more complicated

and must be carefully considered before interpretation.

Hotz et al. [11] present another texture-based method for symmetric tensor field

visualization. They present a texture advection method similar to that of LIC while

using a specific noise texture to achieve the desired visualization. The noise texture
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features a perpendicular family of lines forming many small crosses. When this texture

is advected along the major eigenvectors of the symmetric tensor field, the cross pattern

in the noise texture inherently allows the minor eigenvector field, which is everywhere

perpendicular to the major eigenvector field, to be visualized. The resulting visualization

is similar to that of HyperLIC, which essentially only visualizes the major eigenvector

field, where the minor eigenvector field does not have to be inferred.

Turk presents a method for texture synthesis called reaction-diffusion [37] which is

biologically driven and not explicitly related to symmetric tensor fields. This method

utilizes an energy to repel nearby points for the purpose of surface re-meshing. Though

this is not used for symmetric tensor field visualization, the repelling forces are used as

a basis for glyph packing techniques discussed later in this Section.

2.2.3 Hyperstreamline-Based Techniques

Hyperstreamline-based visualization for symmetric tensor fields is utilized by Hertz-

mann and Zorin for the purpose of conveying the surface shape for line-art artistic ren-

dering [8]. The hatches, or hyperstreamlines only appearing on specific areas on the

surface based on the surface normal, follow the principal directions of the curvature ten-

sor. The curvature tensor is a symmetric tensor field derived from local variations of the

surface geometry. This method develops many considerations to make the hatching of

the surface more automatic.

Alliez et al. present a method for re-meshing a surface based on the curvature of

the model [1]. To achieve this, hyperstreamlines are traced following the principal di-
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rections of the curvature tensor, also known as the major and minor eigenvectors of

the tensor. These intersecting families of lines along with degenerate points, referred

to as umbilic points in the paper, are used to re-mesh the surface using predominantly

quadrilateral primitives. To improve the quality of the resulting mesh, much effort is put

into the hyperstreamline tracing stage. These are similar to the improvements made for

streamline-based vector field visualization. This method is extended by Marinov and

Kobbelt in an effort to improve various stages of the re-meshing pipeline [26]. They

exploit the structure of the original mesh to efficiently perform neighborhood searches

in the hyperstreamline tracing stage.

Zhang et al. develops a system for the design and visualization of symmetric tensor

fields [45]. They allow for an interactive design process in which users can create a

wide variety of tensor fields or manipulate existing input tensor fields. When creating

symmetric tensor fields, unwanted degenerate points can often be inadvertently added,

so a method for cancelling pairs of degenerate points is considered. The method of

IBFV is adapted to visualize the symmetric tensor. Only the major eigenvector field

is visualized while the minor eigenvector field is inferred. The method is applied to

painterly rendering, pen-and-ink sketching and anisotropic re-meshing.

N-way rotational symmetry (N-RoSy) fields are explored by Palacios and Zhang [30].

They present a design system whereby singularities and separatrices can be controlled to

improve the quality of the results. They also present efficient algorithms for identifying

these critical features of the tensor field. A fundamental result of their analysis is the ob-

servation that N-way rotational symmetries can be represented by symmetric N-th order

tensors. Hyperstreamlines are used to illustrate pen-and-ink sketching as well as other
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visualizations on various surface geometries. Ray et al. produce similar work to that of

Palacios and Zhang [32]. They also provide a design system where the user can create a

smooth symmetric tensor field by exclusively placing singularities and their associated

directions.

2.2.4 Glyph-Based Techniques

Laidlaw et al. [17] stochastically place glyphs to minimize overlap for generating multi-

layered diffusion tensor visualization. This work presents two methods for symmetric

tensor field visualization. The first represents the tensors with ellipsoidal glyphs where

the glyphs are normalized resulting in an effective visualization of the tensor structures

everywhere in the domain. The second represents a painterly method which defines

strokes using the underlying tensor field.

A similar glyph placement technique is introduced in the work of Kirby et al. [16] in

which glyphs represent certain vector and tensor attributes of complex flow fields. These

glyphs are based on the rate of strain tensor and are also randomly placed in the region.

The resulting visualization is overlayed with a vector glyph plot, a coloring based on the

rotational component of the flow as well as the glyphs. Each glyph stores the following

information: rate of strain in the log of the radii of the glyph, divergence in the area of

the glyph and shear in the eccentricity of the glyph.

The tensor splat method is proposed to convert tensor values into tuned Gabor func-

tions which are encoded into 2D and 3D textures [2, 3]. Reaction-diffusion equations

have been adapted by Kindlmann for tensor visualization [14] which is extended to the
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work on glyph packing [15]. In this study, a tensor-based potential energy is defined to

derive the placement of a particle system whose final position will be used to place a

glyph.

Note some past work has placed glyphs along hyperstreamlines such as the work

by Hlawitschka and Scheuermann on higher-order tensor field analysis [10]. While

such work also uses both primitives, it is fundamentally different from this work since

they are not placed in complementary regions as in this case. To my knowledge, this

visualization algorithm is the first to apply glyph packing to visualize asymmetric tensor

fields.

2.3 Asymmetric Tensor Field Visualization

Hyperstreamline-based techniques are employed for asymmetric tensor fields by Zheng

and Pang [49]. Because eigenvalues of an asymmetric tensor can be complex, they

consider regions where eigenvalues are real, denoted real domains, and regions where

eigenvalues are complex, denoted complex domains. They present the concept of dual-

eigenvectors for the visualization of the tensor inside complex domains. Because the

major and minor eigenvectors are no longer perpendicular, as in symmetric tensors, both

these vector fields must be visualized separately. Zheng and Pang use a method similar

to LIC to achieve this visualization. However, in complex domains, the visualization is

the same in both fields as only the major dual-eigenvector is visualized.

Zhang et al. [46] extend this visualization and provide physical interpretation in the

context of flow visualization, when the asymmetric tensor is the velocity gradient tensor.
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They introduce the idea of pseudo-eigenvectors, which are used to better illustrate the

flow patterns in the complex domains. The physical interpretation of the patterns inside

complex domains represent elliptical flows which are better illustrated by the elliptical

shape. The intersection of hyperstreamlines following the pseudo-eigenvectors defines

an ellipse-like shape whose smallest enclosing ellipse defines the desired pattern. They

also define the concept of eigenvalue and eigenvector manifolds used in tensor field

analysis. This analysis is applied to the boundary flow of a diesel cylinder data set as

well as a cooling jacket data set. Both data sets are featured in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Chapter 3 – Background Information

In this chapter I review the relevant background on asymmetric tensor fields, based

on [46, 49].

3.1 Symmetric and Asymmetric Tensors

A tensor is a mathematical idealization of a geometrical or physical quantity whose

analytic description consists of an array of numbers. The simplest version of a tensor

would be a scalar, which can be described as a zero dimensional array of numbers or a

single number. These are referred to as zeroth-order tensors. Scalar values can exist as

the mass of an object or the magnitude of a vector. The next simplest version of a tensor

would be a vector, which can be described by a one-dimensional array of numbers.

These are referred to as first-order tensors. Vectors naturally occur in many applications

including electro-magnetics and fluid dynamics. For fluid dynamics, vectors denote the

local flow direction and magnitude at a particular point. For representing quantities

that vary in space, such as the gradient of a vector field or the non-uniform distribution

of stress within a deformable body, second-order tensors are used. These tensors are

denoted second-order as they are representable as a two-dimensional array of values.

Higher order tensors exist in many applications and the discussion and visualization is

explored by Hlawitschka [10]. In this thesis, I deal with the visualization of second-
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order tensors for which I give more background information.

A second-order tensor T can be represented by an N ×N matrix Ti j where N is

the dimension of the tensor. Because a second-order tensor is represented by a matrix,

many properties of matrices can be adopted to tensors of this form. For instance, T is

symmetric when Ti j = Tji for any i ∕= j. T is anti-symmetric when Ti j = −Tji for any

i ∕= j and Tii = 0 for all i. The trace of T is defined as ∑N
i=1 Tii. T is traceless when the

trace of T is zero. Note that any anti-symmetric tensor T is traceless.

Any second-order tensor T can be uniquely decomposed as follows:

T = D+S+R (3.1)

where D is a multiple of the identity matrix, S is a symmetric and traceless matrix, and R

is an anti-symmetric matrix. When T is the velocity gradient tensor in fluid mechanics,

D, S, and R represent the time rate of volume change, angular deformation, and rotation,

respectively [46]. Similarly for the deformation gradient tensor in solid mechanics, D,

S, and R represent dilation or contraction, angular shear, and rotation, respectively.

In this thesis, I will focus on two-dimensional asymmetric tensors, i.e., N = 2. For

this case, Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as:

T = γd

⎛
⎜⎝

1 0

0 1

⎞
⎟⎠+ γs

⎛
⎜⎝

cosθ sinθ

sinθ −cosθ

⎞
⎟⎠+ γr

⎛
⎜⎝

0 −1

1 0

⎞
⎟⎠ (3.2)

where γd , γs, and γr are the strengths of volume change, angular deformation, and rota-
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tion, respectively. θ encodes the directions of angular deformation. More specifically,

γd =
T11 +T22

2
, γs =

√
(T11 −T22)2 +(T12 +T21)2

2
, γr =

T21 −T12

2
, (3.3)

and θ is the angular component of the vector

⎛
⎜⎝

T11 −T22

T12 +T21

⎞
⎟⎠ . (3.4)

3.2 Eigenvector Manifold

Because the eigenvector and dual-eigenvector information is not dependent on γd , I can

focus on the traceless tensor where γd = 0. Such tensors can be parameterized as follows:

T (ρ,θ ,ϕ) = ρ cosϕ

⎛
⎜⎝

cosθ sinθ

sinθ −cosθ

⎞
⎟⎠+ρ sinϕ

⎛
⎜⎝

0 −1

1 0

⎞
⎟⎠ (3.5)

Notice that the above form is a special case of Equation 3.2 in which ρ =
√

γ2
s + γ2

r and

ϕ = tan−1( γr
γs
) ∈ [−π

2 ,
π
2 ]. The eigenvalues of T (ρ ,θ ,ϕ) are:

E1,2 =

⎧
⎨
⎩

±ρ
√

cos2ϕ if 0 ≤ ∣ϕ∣ ≤ π
4

±ρ
√−cos2ϕ i if π

4 < ∣ϕ∣ ≤ π
2

(3.6)

Given a tensor field T(p), a tensor-valued function defined on an N-dimensional
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Figure 3.1: This figure shows the division between real and complex domains for a
diesel engine slice. Red denotes the complex domain while green denotes the real do-
main. The blue curves between the domains are the degenerate curves where the eigen-
values of the asymmetric tensor are equal. Degenerate points are shown as black and
white dots and only appear in complex domains.

manifold D, I consider the map τ : D → S2. This is defined by

τ : p 7→ (θp,ϕp) (3.7)

where θp and ϕp are the parameters corresponding to T (p). The S2 is so-called eigen-

vector manifold [46] for which the North and South Poles (ϕ = π/2 and −π/2, re-

spectively) correspond to pure rotations. The latitude circles ϕ = ±π
4 represent ten-

sors with equal real eigenvalues, and they form the boundaries of tensors with real
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eigenvalues and with complex eigenvalues. The pre-image of τ of these tensors are

referred to as the degenerate curves [49], which divide the domain into real domains

(τ−1({(θ ,ϕ) : 0 ≤ ∣ϕ∣ < π
4})) and complex domains (τ−1({(θ ,ϕ) : π

4 < ∣ϕ∣ ≤ π
2})).

Figure 3.1 denotes the degenerate curves and the real and complex domains for a diesel

engine slice. In this image, green and red denote the real and complex domains, respec-

tively, while blue denotes the degenerate curves. Degenerate points are also shown as

black and white dots representing trisectors and wedges, respectively. Note that degen-

erate points only exist in complex domains.

3.3 Eigenvalue Manifold

Using the decomposition defined in Equation 3.2, I define the eigenvalue manifold. Note

that γd and γr can be potentially range over all real numbers, while γs ≥ 0. For the

purpose of this visualization, I am only interested in the dominant strength at any given

point p. This information is used to define the color coding at p.

When ∣γd∣ is the largest of the three relative strengths, the region is dominated by

isotropic scaling. For γd ≥ 0, the color chosen is yellow and it denotes a positive volume

change or dilation. For γd < 0, the color chosen is blue and it denotes a negative volume

change or a contraction. Regions dominated by isotropic scaling can be either in the

real or complex domains. This can be seen in Figure 3.2 near the boundaries of the red

and green regions. The locations of hyperstreamlines and glyphs denote the real and

complex domains, respectively. Note that the glyphs overlap these boundaries. When

γs is the largest of the three relative strengths, the region is dominated by anisotropic
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Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates the color coding based on the eigenvalue analysis. The
original colors for each region dominated by isotropic scaling, rotation, and stretching
are shown in the top right. These colors are blended with either red or green depending
on the orientation of the rotation and are shown in the bottom right.

scaling. The color chosen is white. Note that regions dominated by anisotropic scaling

lie only within real domains. When ∣γr∣ is the largest of the three relative strengths,

the region is dominated by rotation. For γr ≥ 0, the color chosen is red and it denotes

counterclockwise rotation. For γr < 0, the color chosen is green and it denotes clockwise

rotation. To help illustrate the rotational information for each region, red or green is

blended with the color denoted by the dominant strength to show the orientation of the

rotation (CW or CCW). The color coding scheme applied to a 2D diesel engine slice is

demonstrated in Figure 3.2.
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3.4 Physical Interpretation

In the context of fluids, i.e., when the tensor field is the gradient of the velocity vector

field, the following interpretation is applicable [46]. In the real domains, a local lin-

earized flow pattern at a point resembles a distorted hyperbola. The (real) eigenvectors

indicate the direction of stretching and compression of fluid parcels. In the complex do-

mains, local linearized flow patterns are elliptical whose major and minor axes are given

by the dual-eigenvectors of the tensor, which are the major and minor eigenvectors of

the following symmetric matrix:

PT =
γr

∣γr∣γs

⎛
⎜⎝

cos(θ + π
2 ) sin(θ + π

2 )

sin(θ + π
2 ) −cos(θ + π

2 )

⎞
⎟⎠ (3.8)

The lengths of the axes are given by:

a = γr + γs = ρ(sinϕ + cosϕ)

b = γr − γs = ρ(sinϕ − cosϕ)
(3.9)

Note this holds for π
4 < ϕ ≤ π

2 . For −π
2 ≤ ϕ <−π

4 , a and b are defined as a = ∣γr − γs∣
and b = ∣γr + γs∣ as γr < 0 and thus is less than γs which is always positive.

Using this interpretation, the eccentricity given by

e =

√
a2 −b2

a2 (3.10)

can be used to determine the behavior at specific critical points. Firstly, Equation 3.10
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can be rewritten in terms of ϕ as:

e =

√
2sin(∣2ϕ∣)

1+ sin(∣2ϕ∣) (3.11)

for π
4 < ∣ϕ∣ ≤ π

2 . Using this derivation, at degenerate points (∣ϕ∣= π
2 ), which are purely

rotational, the eccentricity is equal to 0. This means that the ellipse is actually a circle.

At degenerate curves (∣ϕ∣= π
4 ), where the major and minor dual-eigenvector are equal,

the eccentricity is equal to 1. This means that the ellipse becomes infinitely thin and

appears as a line segment.

Notice the dual-eigenvectors are not well-defined at the degenerate points that are

the pre-image of the Poles in the eigenvector manifold. The set of degenerate points in

an asymmetric tensor field has a one-to-one correspondence with the set of degenerate

points of the symmetric tensor from Equation 3.8 [46].
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Chapter 4 – Hybrid Asymmetric Tensor Field Visualization

The input to this visualization method is a triangular mesh and an asymmetric tensor

field defined on the vertices of the mesh. Such a tensor field can be generated from

a vector field by taking the spatial gradient. For the purpose of this thesis, I focus on

two such spatial gradient tensors, the spatial gradient of a velocity vector field and the

spatial gradient of a deformation vector field. These applications are discussed in the

next Chapter.

The first step of this visualization pipeline is to perform tensor field analysis [46],

which computes the eigenvectors and dual-eigenvectors, tensor magnitude, and the strengths

of rotation, volume change, and anisotropic stretching. The strengths refer to the γ val-

ues from Chapter 3, Section 3.2. The eigenvectors are used for the hyperstreamline

placement stage of the visualization, explained in Section 4.1 of this Chapter. The dual-

eigenvectors are used in the generation of the glyph tensor, explained in Section 4.2.

Degenerate points are also extracted at this stage using the method described by Zhang

et al. [46]. These points occur when γs = 0 and always lie in complex domains.

In the second step, I produce three intermediate constituents needed by the final

visualization (Figure 4.1): (a) colors encoding the eigenvalue analysis [46] which is ex-

plained in Chapter 3, (b) hyperstreamlines following the major and minor eigenvectors

in the real domains, and (c) glyphs showing the elliptical tensor patterns in the com-

plex domains. Although the color coding used primarily throughout this paper features
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.1: This figure illustrates the constituents of this hybrid visualization using a
synthetic vector field. In (a), the color coding used for the background of the visualiza-
tion which is based on the eigenvalue manifold [46]. In (b), the hyperstreamlines in the
real domains. In (c), the glyphs in the complex domains. In (d), the final visualization.

the dominant strength, Zhang et al. present a number other methods for color coding.

These include showing all the components by blending the relative strengths with their

respective colorings as well as coloring the tensor magnitude.

Lastly, all three constituents are then integrated in the same image (Figure 4.1(d)).

The color coding is rendered per vertex while the hyperstreamlines and glyphs are drawn

on the mesh surface. For curved surfaces, glyphs are drawn in the tangent plane at their

respective locations. This causes issues for convex regions of the model that are not

easily handled. Though a method for determining visible glyphs and then rendering

them without the use of depth testing could work, this method opts to address this issue

using an image space method (Section 4.3 of this Chapter).

Both major constituents of the visualization (hyperstreamline placement and glyph

packing) require points to be placed within the triangles of the input mesh. To obtain the

asymmetric tensor for a point inside a triangle, I use the interpolation scheme adopted

by Zhang et al. [46]. In particular the interpolation is as follows: Given a point p inside
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a triangle K = (v1,v2,v3) with barycentric coordinates (w1,w2,w3), let T (vi) = D(vi)+

S(vi)+R(vi) be the isotropic scaling, anisotropic stretching, and rotation at vi, respec-

tively. Then T (p) = D(p)+S(p)+R(p) where D(p) = w1D(v1)+w2D(v2)+w3D(v3)

and R(p) = w1R(v1)+w2R(v2)+w3R(v3). The anisotropic stretching component S(p)

must be interpolated with care or it will be discontinuous across the edges and vertices

in the mesh surface [45]. This will lead to difficulties in tracing continuous hyper-

streamlines on the surface. To account for this, I make use of the non-linear tensor

interpolation scheme for S(p) [45]. This in turn will lead to an everywhere continu-

ous tensor-valued function. When the triangles are locally planar, linear interpolation

suffices but for curved surfaces, this is a must.

In addition to placing points inside triangles, both hyperstreamline placement and

glyph packing stages require the close neighborhood of a given point to be searchable

for various reasons. For glyph packing, nearby glyphs affect the placement for each

glyph. For hyperstreamlines, nearby hyperstreamlines stop the tracing of new hyper-

streamlines. In my early implementations, I opted for the use of fast-marching methods

such as [34], which is applicable for both planar and surface data sets. However, when

transitioning to an image space method for surfaces, a triangle marching method is less

applicable. Instead, I use a spatial binning technique, similar to that of Kindlmann and

Westin [15], where the points are stored for fast lookup in bins. The bin sizes are related

to the largest eigenvalue of the asymmetric tensor within a given region to ensure that

the nearby bins hold the proper points. For both hyperstreamline placement and glyph

packing, the bins are used to accelerate the search for nearby positions as only adjacent

bins need to be searched. Because spatial binning is not easily applicable to an object
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space visualization method for curved surfaces, I focus on planar meshes initially. After

this, the image space visualization for curved surfaces is explained where spatial binning

still applies.

4.1 Hyperstreamline Placement

This hyperstreamline placement method adapts the evenly-spaced streamline placement

method of Jobard and Lefer [13] to asymmetric tensor fields. Though their method was

originally applied to vector fields, it is still applicable to asymmetric tensor fields. Once

the major and minor eigenvector fields are extracted, they can be handled as two separate

vector fields. Any technique that is applicable to vector fields can then be utilized. To

this method, I add the ability to trace density-variant streamlines modulated by a scalar

field defined on the surface. Also, I must consider the boundaries between real and

complex domains when tracing as the major and minor eigenvectors of the asymmetric

tensor are not defined in complex domains.

Before I address these adaptations, I will overview the method of Jobard and Lefer.

First, a number of seeds representing potential hyperstreamlines are placed randomly

within the domain. In this case, since hyperstreamlines are only traced in real domains,

the initial seeds can be seeded separately for each disparate real domain. These seeds

are placed into a queue and processed individually. For a each seed in the queue, a

hyperstreamline is traced. If the hyperstreamline tracing is successful, then additional

seeds are placed at specific distances along the new hyperstreamline. The tracing then

continues until the queue is empty and the domain saturated with hyperstreamlines. A
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hyperstreamline is considered unsuccessful only if it is shorter than a specified minimum

length. This includes hyperstreamlines of zero length. For this visualization, the major

and minor eigenvector fields are traced separately.

4.1.1 Stopping Criterion

As the tracing progresses for a given hyperstreamline, a number of tests are used to

determine if the tracing should be stopped. These tests are employed for each integration

point along the hyperstreamline as well as the initial starting location. If any of the tests

fail in the latter case, the seed is discarded and the next seed in the queue is processed.

Firstly, a hyperstreamline is stopped if it comes too close to another hyperstreamline.

Jobard and Lefer make use of a global scaling parameter dsep to test for this [13]. If the

shortest distance between the current point on a hyperstreamline being traced and any

hyperstreamline is less than dsep, the tracing is stopped. Finding this shortest distance is

achieved by placing a set of densely populated wall points on each hyperstreamline and

testing whether the next integration point is too close to any of these wall points. Note

that any hyperstreamline can also refer to the current hyperstreamline being traced. To

prevent the tracing from stopping immediately, points on the current hyperstreamline

are only considered if they lie within a multiple of dsep from the current location. For

this thesis, from here on I refer to the dsep parameter as α and utilize it to control the

global scaling of the entire visualization including the glyphs in the complex domains.

To accelerate this process, the wall points are stored in the spatial bins from above and

to ensure that all relevant wall points are present, a bin width of 2α is used.
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The second stopping criterion is for testing if the hyperstreamline encounters a

boundary. For planar data sets or unclosed curved surfaces, these boundaries occur along

edges in the mesh. Alternatively, the boundaries also refer to the degenerate curves sep-

arating real and complex domains. Because the eigenvectors used for tracing are not

defined in complex domains, the tracing must be stopped before hyperstreamline en-

ters these regions. Consequently, since the asymmetric tensor is sampled for each point

along the hyperstreamline, I can determine which domain the next point lies in and act

accordingly.

Lastly, a hyperstreamline is stopped if it exceeds a specific maximum length. This is

employed to control the spacing of the streamlines. Features of the asymmetric tensor

field can cause the hyperstreamlines to create large spirals or to turn and double-back on

themselves. This can create uneven spacing as it is possible for the distances between

the hyperstreamlines in these cases are larger than α but smaller than 2α . Stopping long

streamlines is an attempt to reduce this phenomena.

4.1.2 Variant Density

For this visualization, I make use of a scalar field defined in the domain to vary the

spacing of the hyperstreamlines. To create evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines, this field

would be defined as 1 in the entire domain. In this thesis, I use the magnitude of the

tensor field as the scalar function, although this algorithm is generic in that it can use

other functions. The tensor magnitude is defined as
√

γ2
s + γ2

r . Given a point p, which

can be a seed or an integration point along a hyperstreamline being traced, I update the
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test which determines if p is too close to existing hyperstreamlines. Given p, a wall

point s along an existing hyperstreamline, and the tensor magnitude m at the midpoint

of the line segment between the p and s, I test if ∣p−s∣<αm where α is a global scaling

variable similar to the dsep from Jobard and Lefer [13]. I reject p if this comparison is

true. To ensure that the spatial binning technique is still viable and that all nearby bins

contain the relevant points, I update the bin width as 2αλmax where λmax is the largest

eigenvalue in the region.

In addition to using the scalar field (i.e., tensor magnitude) to reject the next integra-

tion point, the same scalar function is also used to generate new seeds from an existing

hyperstreamline. For a point p on the new hyperstreamline, I place two new seeds in

directions perpendicular to the hyperstreamline direction at p. These seeds are placed at

a distance of 1.5αm away from p where m is the tensor magnitude at p. This placement

ensures that potential seeds are not immediately rejected for being too close to an exist-

ing hyperstreamline. This also accounts for the variant nature of the tensor magnitude

within a tensor field. In my implementation, when this distance is set to αm, a number

of seed points were being immediately considered too close to existing streamlines and

discarded. Jobard and Lefer also make this observation for placing points along a new

streamline. They notice that the results are visibly better when the distance used to de-

termine if two streamlines are too close and the distance to place new seed points along

existing streamlines are different [13].
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4.2 Glyph Packing

The ability to pack glyphs for asymmetric tensor fields on surfaces is a challenging

problem. Instead of placing glyphs everywhere in the domain, most data sets have many

bounded complex domains of different shapes and sizes in which glyphs will be packed.

This glyph packing technique adapts the work by Kindlmann and Westin [15]. Into this

algorithm, I incorporate degenerate points into the packing process as well as take into

account the boundaries of the disjoint complex regions (Figure 4.1(c)).

I first briefly review their method before describing the changes I am proposing.

Kindlmann and Westin visualize a symmetric tensor field using elliptical glyphs such

that the size, shape and orientation of the glyphs reflect the tensor field at the center

location of the glyph. For the purpose of the visualization, they assume ellipsoidal

glyph geometry where the glyph drawn is αDS, where α is the global scaling parameter

driving the overall visualization, D is the tensor at the center of the glyph and S is the

unit circle [15]. The α value used for the drawing of the glyphs is the same α used for

the spacing of the streamlines presented in Section 4.1 of this Chapter. This is done to

ensure a continuous visualization throughout the domain.

The glyph packing is achieved by placing a set of initial glyphs in the domain and

moving them through repulsion forces between nearby glyphs. The repulsion force is

derived from the underlying tensor field. The glyphs are transformed into an isotropic

space, where the distance between the glyphs is calculated and if there is overlap in

this space, then a suitable repelling force is assigned [15]. The process terminates when

convergence is reached or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
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4.2.1 Glyph Tensor

In order to apply glyph packing, which requires symmetric tensor fields as input, I com-

pute the following symmetric tensor

T = (J1 J2)

⎛
⎜⎝

µ1 0

0 µ2

⎞
⎟⎠(J1 J2)

T (4.1)

where J1 and J2 are the two eigenvectors of the desired symmetric matrix given by Equa-

tion 3.8, which are the major and minor dual-eigenvectors of the original asymmetric

tensor [46] and ⎧
⎨
⎩

µ1 = max{∣γs + γr∣, ∣γs − γr∣}
µ2 = min{∣γs + γr∣, ∣γs − γr∣}

Note µ1 and µ2 computed this way are the singular values for the asymmetric tensor

obtained by subtracting the trace. This treatment takes on the following physical inter-

pretation. For 2D incompressible fluids, the local linearization at any point inside the

complex domain is an elliptical pattern whose semi-axes (µiJi for i = 1,2) are defined

by Equation 4.1. For this interpretation, the aspect ratio of the the ellipse ( µ1
µ2

) indicates

the relative strength between stretching and rotation. The smaller this ratio, the stronger

the rotation. When the aspect ratio is minimum (γs = 0), there is no stretching but only

rotation. This is where degenerate points occur (Poles in the eigenvector manifold). The

maximum for the aspect ratio, when this ratio approaches infinity (γs = γr), indicates

degenerate curves.

When creating the glyph tensor, the range of the aspect ratio can cause issues for the
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final visualization. Since the aspect ratio approaches infinity near the degenerate curves,

the glyphs become thinner and thinner and appear as line segments on the degenerate

curves. Because the domain scientists I interacted with used the eccentricity to deter-

mine overall trends, exact accuracy was not a concern. To help aid in the visualization

without losing overall meaning, I opted to clamp this aspect ratio. The ratio is clamped

at a specific user defined value (5.0 for the images created in this thesis) and then µ1 and

µ2 are recalculated. Because each singular value has the tensor magnitude encoded into

it, I first normalize the glyph size such that it has an area of π (µ1µ2 = 1), then multiply

each axis by the magnitude at a specific point. Let r be the ratio of µ1 to µ2 and clamp

r to the maximum ratio if it is larger. Let m be the tensor magnitude (
√

γ2
s + γ2

r ) of the

asymmetric tensor. I redefine µ1 = mr
√

1
r and µ2 = m

√
1
r . The length of each axis is

now reflective of the clamped ratio and also the tensor magnitude.

4.2.2 Glyph Seeding Strategy

Once I have generated the aforementioned symmetric tensor field inside the complex

domains, the glyph packing process is started for one region at a time. I have observed

that the quality and computational cost of glyph packing is greatly impacted by the ini-

tial seeding strategy, i.e., how many seeds and where to place them. For aesthetically

pleasing results, I note that the area of the region to be seeded should be slightly larger

than the total area of the glyphs within the region. When these two values are equal,

glyph overlap will occur. To control this, I introduce a density parameter β to help con-

trol the overall number of glyphs seeded in the region. Another issue that I consider
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is how to incorporate degenerate points, important features in solid and fluid mechan-

ics [46], into the glyph packing process. As glyphs are seeded and moved, they fall into

bins which aid in the fast searching of nearby glyphs. The bin width for these purposes

is similar to that used for hyperstreamline tracing, but incorporates another parameter

γ used by Kindlmann and Westin [15]. This width is 2αλmax(1+ γ) where α denotes

the global scaling parameter driving the overall visualization, λmax denotes the largest

eigenvalue within the region to be seeded and γ denotes a spring-like force to aid in the

fast convergence of the glyph packing algorithm.

4.2.2.1 Initial Glyph Positions

Firstly, to better visualize the tensor behaviors near and at the degenerate points of an

asymmetric tensor field, I assign a seed point at the center of each degenerate point.

These glyphs will not move during glyph packing although they can generate repul-

sion forces on nearby regular glyphs. In my early implementation, I packed the glyphs

without fixing degenerate points and additionally rendered a circular glyph at each de-

generate point. Since the glyph shapes near degenerate points are also circular, this was

causing confusion as there was unneeded overlap.

For seeding the rest of the region, points are randomly placed in the region until

the total area of seeds within the region As is larger than βA. Here A denotes the total

area of the region to be seeded. In my implementation, β values range from 0.75 to

0.9 depending on the particular data set. To generate the proper number of seeds, for

a given seed s, I calculate P =
(

1− det
detmax

)
where detmax is the maximum determinant
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of the glyph tensor over the region, and det represents the determinant of glyph tensor

at the position of s. Since the determinant is proportional to the area of the glyph, P

approaches zero as the glyphs get larger. With the probability P, I accept the seed s and

update the total area of the seeds. The area of each seed point is evaluated as the area of

the ellipse with the seed point as the center (i.e. α2πµ1µ2 where µ1 and µ2 are the two

values used in the creation of the symmetric glyph tensor from Equation 4.1 at the seed).

Note again that this algorithm is conducted inside each complex region individually.

4.2.2.2 Adaptive Seeding

Once the initial seeding is completed, for regions with large variations in tensor magni-

tude (which is related to the size of the glyphs), the calculation for P, the probability to

accept a given seed point, may not accurately disperse the points. When the glyphs move

to their final positions, the total area of the glyphs As may no longer satisfy the original

constraint that it be near βA. This is due to the fact that as glyphs move around, the

tensor values change therefore affecting the size and shape of the glyphs. Also, regions

with a large number of overlapping degenerate points, which are visualized regardless

of overlap, can have little to no glyphs in them. To address these issues, I develop an

adaptive seeding algorithm which acts per bin to attempt to satisfy the original seeding

constraints. This adaptive seeding is only done a few times (3 in my implementation) to

allow for the glyph packing to create visually pleasing results.

To achieve adaptive seeding, I first determine per bin how much area is covered by

degenerate points. This does not equate to the total area of the degenerate points, but
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the area within a bin covered by the degenerate points. These two quantities are often

different. For the image space method, this is easily done by rendering the degenerate

points and counting the total pixels drawn but for an object space approach a more

complicated method is necessary. Once the degenerate overlap AD is calculated for a

given bin, it is subtracted from the total area covered by the region Ar within the same

bin to get the actual area to be seeded Ar−D. Now, the total area of the glyphs As is

compared with this value to determine if glyphs should be added or removed. To do

this, I calculate area = As/Ar−D and determine if it is less than v1 = β − (1−β )∗0.25

and if it is greater than v2 = β +(1−β ) ∗ 0.5. If area is less than v1, a glyph is added

inside the bin. If area is greater than v2, a glyph inside the bin is removed. I create

this range of acceptable β values to ensure that glyphs are effected only if this value is

greatly violated. Note that the interval allows for glyphs to be added more often than

deleted. This was due to an observation that the initial seeding based on the probability

P discussed above did not seed enough glyphs in the smaller regions. This can be done

until these two comparison are no longer true.

4.2.3 Boundary Handling

To prevent the glyphs from entering or overlapping specific areas, Kindlmann and Westin

use a metric forcing points into the interior of the specific regions [15]. To obtain a con-

tinuous visualization between real and complex domains, this method requires more

control over the boundary handling. Given a seed s, whose velocity is v⃗, the next

location of s is the current position of s plus v⃗. I compute the point on the bound-
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ary of the region which has the shortest distance to s, denoted by v⃗′. If the length

of v⃗′ is smaller than a specific value b, I will flag the seed s for boundary handling.

s

v

v’

Boundary

s’

I calculate b as
(
λmaxema j

) ⋅ v⃗
∣⃗v∣ where λmax is the major eigen-

value of the glyph tensor and ema j is the major axis of the glyph.

This value is also calculated for the minor eigenvalue and minor

axis of the glyph
(
λmaxema j

)
and the maximum of both values

is used. This value b denotes the width of the glyph along v⃗′.

If s is flagged for boundary handling, I modify the move-

ment vector v⃗ to move laterally along the boundary by subtract-

ing v⃗′ from v⃗ to obtain the new position s′. If this new position is still outside the

boundary, s remains fixed in its original position. This allows the particles to move

along boundaries, through narrow regions and pass into large and open places of the

region all without leaving the region.

4.3 Image Space Tensor Field Visualization

Working in object space presents difficulties when placing hyperstreamlines or pack-

ing glyphs on surface geometry. This is because points on hyperstreamlines and glyphs

are frequently compared with other nearby points in the domain [13, 15]. For surfaces,

this requires the geodesic distances between points to be computed to determine neigh-

bors within a certain distance which is a computationally expensive task. This extra

computational cost is possibly offset by the fact that the visualization needs to be gen-

erated just once after which the user can find a particular suitable viewpoint. However,
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under levels of magnification, the original visualization can become sparse prompting

the re-computation of the visualization. If no method of determining visible regions is

employed, the data generation time can be increased dramatically as glyphs and hyper-

streamlines are more tightly packed in object space. This also inhibits visualization of

time-dependent data.

This geodesic distance computation time is further amplified through the origins of

many of the meshes used in this task. For example, the mesh from Figure 1.2 was gen-

erated from a Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation where based on the flow, the

data density is adapted to ensure the features of the field are preserved [31]. As hy-

perstreamlines or glyphs are moved through these regions, neighborhood computations

using fast marching methods become very computationally expensive. Also, when vi-

sualizing the inverse of the tensor magnitude (which flow scientists find intuitive), the

smallest glyphs and most densely packed hyperstreamlines appear in these regions. This

means the neighborhood calculations are being calculated much more frequently than

with regular triangle meshes. The computation time for these data sets is an order of

magnitude larger in some cases, such as the cooling jacket features in Figure 1.2.

The geodesic distance computation, if not done with careful attention, can also lead

to inaccuracies. This can be seen in Figure 4.2. Near the bends near the top and bottom

of the cylinder glyphs on the surface perpendicular to the top of the cylinder appear

closer thus repelling the glyphs further away. The inaccuracy of the geodesic distance

computation is exaggerated in this image for the purposes of comparison.

A possible solution to these problems would be to parameterize the model and work

in the parameter space. However, the task of parameterizing a surface is very complex,
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: This figure shows a comparison of visualization for the object and image
space approach to this hybrid asymmetric tensor visualization. In (a) the object space
and in (b) the image space. This figure shows that the orientation of the glyphs and
spacing of the hyperstreamlines are similar when comparing the two approaches. Note
that the eigenanalysis for the object space method only has vertex level accuracy, where
as the image space method has pixel level accuracy. Also, note that inaccuracies in the
geodesic distance computation causes points across bends in the surface to appear closer
than in actuality.

especially for complex meshes (See Figure 1.2). Furthermore, it is well known that

seams in the parametrization present difficulty for tracing particles on surfaces. More-

over because data is still generated for the entire surface in one step, magnification can

prompt the regeneration of the data at possibly higher levels of detail.

Using an image space approach can alleviate these issues. The tensor field is pro-

jected to the image plane and the visualization is performed in this fixed frame. The

costly geodesic distance computation can be omitted as the visualization no longer re-

quires expensive distance computation on surfaces. Also, exploration of the data is
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: The visualization of a synthetic asymmetric tensor field on a sphere surface:
in (a) the object space and in (b) the image space. Notice the differences in the orienta-
tion and size of the glyphs as well as directions and spacing of the hyperstreamlines are
small, reflecting the accuracy of the image space approach.

possible as the visualization is only generated for a specific view. Image space methods

have been used to visualize vector fields [41], tensor fields [45] as well as pen-and-ink

sketching [8] on surfaces with much success. The key is to be able to project the tensor

field from the surface onto the image plane with minimal error, account for the distortion

introduced by projection, and handle occlusion. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 both show

that the image space approach also produces high quality results when compared to the

object space approach. For the purposes of this thesis, I did not spend much time per-

fecting the visualization for the object space method as it was only used for high level

comparison. It is noted that different lighting conditions and glyph drawing parameters

were in fact used, but the comparison with the sizes and orientations of the glyphs and

density of the hyperstreamlines are still applicable.
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4.3.1 Tensor Field Projection

There are two approaches to projecting a tensor field. In the first approach, the tensor

values at the vertices of each triangle are projected onto the image plane. The tensor

value for a point inside the triangle can be obtained through barycentric interpolation

of the projected tensor values at the vertices of the triangle. This approach is fast as it

is natural to hardware processing. However, blending projected tensor values can often

lead to relatively large errors. I instead use the second approach. In this case, for each

pixel in the image plane, I identify the nearest point s on the surface whose projection

covers the pixel. I then compute the tensor value at s, which is then projected onto the

image plane. While this approach is slower than the first approach, it is still relatively

fast and provides pixel-level accuracy while the first approach only provides vertex-level

accuracy. To quickly identify the nearest point on the surface that corresponds to a given

pixel in the image plane, I render the surface from the same viewpoint in two passes.

In the first pass, I assign a unique color to each triangle. In the second pass, I color

each vertex in the mesh with its barycentric coordinates. This results in two buffers: (1)

triangle ID buffer, and (2) barycentric coordinate buffer. With these two buffers, I can

easily identify the nearest point on the surface that corresponds to a pixel and obtain the

tensor value at that point.

The original surface tensor is then used to decide whether it is in the real or complex

domain, compute the tensor magnitude, γd , γr, and γs, as well as decide the shape, size,

and orientation of glyphs (complex domain) and the directions of hyperstreamlines (real

domain). The tensor quantities γd , γs, and γr are then used to decide the color of the
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pixel based on the color scheme in [46]. If a pixel’s corresponding surface point is in the

real domain, I compute the 3D coordinates of the major and minor eigenvectors of the

tangential tensor and project them onto the image plane. This ensures that the projection

onto the image plane of a hyperstreamline on the surface passing through a point s will

coincide with the hyperstreamline in the image plane that passes through the pixel cor-

responding to s. Similarly, I wish to ensure that the projection of a glyph in the surface

will match the glyph generated from the projected tensor. This will be discussed later as

the solution to this problem can be combined to also deal with distortions introduced by

projecting distance or vectors onto the image plane.

4.3.1.1 Distortion in Projection

Projections onto the image plane from a point on the surface introduces anisotropic dis-

tortion. This means that distance computations, used in controlling the spacing between

hyperstreamlines and glyphs, need to account for this distortion or the result will look

different from the projection of the hyperstreamlines and glyphs from the object space.

I observe that under orthographic projection, the length of a vector is maintained in a

certain direction v⃗ but distorted the most in the perpendicular direction of v⃗. This direc-

tion is defined using the object normal at the point p on the surface. Let v⃗ = n⃗× z⃗ where

n⃗ is the object normal at p and z⃗ is the image normal. It can be seen that the length of v⃗

is the same in both the local frame of the point and the image plane. Along u⃗ = v⃗× n⃗,

distances are shortened by a factor of d = n⃗ ⋅⃗ z which is simply the z-component of n⃗. In

fact, this anisotropic distortion can be described by a symmetric tensor, much like the
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stretching tensor used in surface parametrization [33].

4.3.1.2 Projection of Hyperstreamlines

I make use of this anisotropic scaling information along with the tensor magnitude to

vary the density of the hyperstreamlines. To calculate the magnitude at a given point p

under projection, I create the following matrix:

M = (u⃗i v⃗i)
T

⎛
⎜⎝

md 0

0 m

⎞
⎟⎠(u⃗i v⃗i) (4.2)

Here m is the magnitude of the tensor at point p, d is the shortening factor associated

with the normal at p, v⃗i is the projection of v⃗ to the image plane and u⃗i ⊥ v⃗i. The vectors

u⃗i and v⃗i are two dimensional vectors defined in the image plane.

The tensor magnitude can be defined using M and a direction x⃗ in the image plane

as x⃗T Mx⃗. This can be used to define the tensor magnitude at p in the direction of a seed

s to be tested. By setting x⃗ = p−s
∣p−s∣ , I obtain the tensor magnitude at p. Instead of simply

storing the tensor magnitude per pixel, this matrix can be stored and easily interpolated.

4.3.1.3 Projection of Glyph Tensor

For glyph packing, the anisotropic scaling can be encoded into the glyph tensor instead

of treating it separately as for hyperstreamline tracing. I note that the magnitude is

already inherently encoded into the unprojected glyph tensor as well. The glyph tensor
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is defined in the local 2D frame of a specific triangle and the target frame is the image

plane, which is also 2D. Therefore I can perform a 2D to 2D projection of the symmetric

glyph tensor to obtain this projected glyph tensor. This becomes the following:

G′ = (u⃗i v⃗i)
T

⎛
⎜⎝
√

d 0

0 1

⎞
⎟⎠(u⃗l v⃗l)G(u⃗l v⃗l)

T

⎛
⎜⎝
√

d 0

0 1

⎞
⎟⎠(u⃗i v⃗i) (4.3)

Here G is the glyph tensor also defined in the local frame at p, u⃗i, v⃗i and d are as in

Equation 4.2, v⃗l is the projection v⃗ into the local frame defined for the triangle in which

p is located and u⃗l ⊥ v⃗l . I first perform a change of basis from the local frame at p to the

basis u⃗l, v⃗l . I then scale the glyph by the z component of n⃗ in the direction of u⃗l and 1 in

the direction of v⃗l . I then perform another change of basis back to the image plane. The

resulting matrix G′ is defined in image space and can be used in the glyph packing. This

is possible because the change of basis maintains the symmetric property of the tensor.

A side effect of this projection is that degenerate points are not maintained as their

original circular shapes. Hence, degenerate points cannot be classified after projection in

the image plane. To account for this, I must project the positions of the visible degener-

ate points for a particular viewpoint and then project the glyph tensor at those positions.

I maintain the coloring of the degenerate points to ensure they are denoted as such under

projection.

After projections, all tensor values for points in the domain can be computed through

a bilinear interpolation between pixels in the image space.
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4.3.2 Region Segmentation with Occlusion Handling

There are two additional considerations when projecting the tensor field. First, occlu-

sions introduced by the projection often lead to discontinuities in the image space. Such

an issue has been raised in [22, 35]. To address this, I borrow the technique from [35]

and make use of the depth buffer to detect pixels where depths change sharply. These

pixels are marked as cliff pixels. If the depth value of two adjacent pixels is higher than

a threshold value, a depth discontinuity is denoted. This is used in the creation of dis-

parate regions as glyph packing and hyperstreamline tracing can be employed separately

in each region for ease of computation.

Note that these pixels may occur in the interior of a real or complex domain, and

they do not always form closed loops. Hyperstreamline tracing and glyph movement

cannot cross cliff pixels. For hyperstreamline tracing, though points are stopped at the

boundaries between real and complex domains, the stopping criterion can be updated to

compare the depth of the current and last integration point to determine a discontinuity.

For glyph packing, the cliff pixels are treated the same way as pixels on the boundaries

between the real and complex domains and are considered when determining the shortest

distance to the boundary, regardless if they are within the region or on the boundary.
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Chapter 5 – Applications

I have applied this hybrid visualization technique to simulated flow inside a diesel engine

and cooling jacket as well as a simulated earthquake deformation. For each of the images

shown in the paper, hyperstreamline tracing and glyph packing took between 1 and 20

seconds, depending on the number of glyphs and hyperstreamlines generated and the

percentage of the image plane covered by surface geometry.

5.1 Engine Simulation Flow Data

Figure 1.2 shows the flow in the outer surface of a cooling jacket data set. The upper

portion is the jacket for the cylinder head and the lower portion is for the cylinder block.

The flow moves from the inlet port on the bottom front through the cooling jacket and

out the outlet port on the top back as noted in Figure 5.1(a). This visualization of the

velocity gradient tensor field allows to effectively grasp flow kinematics on this surface.

For example, it is straightforward to identify rotationally dominant regions and how

fluid elements deform quantitatively within the regions by the glyphs. The density of

the hyperstreamlines and sizes of the glyphs represent the tensor magnitude: the denser

the hyperstreamlines and the smaller the glyphs, the larger the tensor magnitudes. This

representation is aligned with that traditionally used for flow vector fields: i.e. the

denser the streamlines and the vortex lines (or the smaller the stream-tubes), the larger
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: This figure illustrates this method applied to a simulated cooling jacket data
set. In (a), I show the ideal flow patten for cooling flowing through the cooling jacket.
Note that the model featured is similar but different from the actual cooling jacket model
used in the visualization. This can be seen in the differing inlet port. In (b), I show the
inlet of the cooling jacket featured in Figure 1.2.

the magnitudes. Figure 5.1(b) shows the visualization of the same data set from the

inlet, which is the front portion of the jacket as shown in Figure 1.2 (left). The coolant

enters through the round triangular-shaped inlet. The flow pattern adjacent to the inlet

can be interpreted by observing the orientation of major and minor eigenvectors. The

major eigenvectors are oriented parallel to the port edge, while the minor eigenvectors

are perpendicular to the edge. This indicates that the flow decelerates by stretching

the fluid parcels in the transverse direction to the flow. Also note the formation of

alternating clockwise-counterclockwise rotations after the coolant enters the cylinder

block although they are still in the real domain, i.e. stretching dominant flows.

Near the top of the inlet, a pair of rotation dominant regions can be seen (i.e. com-

plex domain): the counterclockwise rotation (red) on the right and the clockwise (green)
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on the left, connected with the region of flow contraction (blue). The glyph presenta-

tion shows how fluid parcels deform with rotation. The elongation changes from the

horizontal direction near the inlet to the vertical direction towards the cylinder head.

Note that the cylinder block and head are connected through the gasket, and some of

the coolant enters the cylinder head through the gasket right above the inlet. The tensor

magnitude adjacent to the connection is relatively large and the major eigenvectors are

oriented towards the gasket, i.e. stretching, together with the flow contraction (blue).

The glyph pattern shows that the transition of the fluid-parcel elongation takes place in

the complex domains from the horizontal direction to the vertical direction.

Once the coolant enters the cylinder head, a pair of vortices appears: the clockwise

rotation (green) on the right and the counterclockwise (red) on the left. The glyph pre-

sentation shows the fluid parcel deformation pattern associated with the pair of vortices

created by a jet-like flow through gasket. The velocity-gradient tensor magnitude is rel-

atively large in this area. The similar flow pattern can be observed in Figure 1.2 at every

gasket connecting the cylinder block and head.

A number of vector field visualization techniques have been applied to simulated

flow inside a diesel engine [5, 7, 23, 46]. I have applied this hybrid visualization tech-

nique to this diesel engine simulation data, both for planar slices through the center of

the diesel engine as well as the curved wall-surface of the cylinder. An ideal flow pat-

tern strived for in a diesel engine [23] resembles a helix spiral about an imaginary axis

aligned with the combustion chamber as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Achieving this ideal

motion results in an optimal mixing of air and fuel and thus a more efficient combustion

process.
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Intake Ports

Motion
Swirl

Rotation
Axis of

Figure 5.2: The swirling motion of flow in the combustion chamber of a diesel engine.
Swirl is used to describe circulation about the cylinder axis. The intake ports at the top
provide the tangential component of the flow necessary for swirl. The data set consists
of 776,000 unstructured, adaptive resolution grid cells.

It is traditional and standard in practice that two-dimensional slices through a 3D

domain are analyzed by fluid and simulation engineers [23]. This practice offers the

advantage of reduced dimensionality. In other words, visualization of planar data does

not suffer from occlusion and is generally characterized by lower visual complexity than

that of 3D. Practitioners often rely on dimension reducing techniques precisely to avoid

these challenges and simplify analysis and presentation of high-dimensional data. Slices

also allow the engineer to focus on the most important subsets of the flow. Furthermore,

general time-dependent visualization often relies on animation to depict transient be-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: This figure compares three planar slices of the diesel engine simulation data.
(a) is 230 mm, (b) is 530 mm and (c) is 830 mm from the top of the diesel engine
cylinder.

havior. This can be cognitively challenging for the viewer due to the short lifespan of

interesting flow features. Therefore, practitioners need static imagery in order to ana-

lyze and present visualization results regardless of the temporal dimensionality of the

simulation data.

Figure 5.3 shows this hybrid visualization technique on the flows in the transverse

slices at 230 mm (a), 530 mm (b), and 830 mm (c) from the top of the diesel engine

cylinder. Again, the density of the hyperstreamlines and sizes of the glyphs represent the

tensor magnitude. There are several salient features that can be observed in Figure 5.3.

First, I recognize decrease in tensor magnitude from the upper plane (230 mm) to the

lower plane (830 mm), which reflects the flow condition being at the end of the intake

process, i.e., the piston head is near the bottom. The flow from the intake port expands

to the cylinder chamber, creating intense velocity gradients via flow separation near the

top. The velocity gradients tend to diminish near the bottom where the piston head

decelerates at the end of the intake process and the vortex tubes expand; consequently,
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fluid rotation is reduced near the bottom. A careful observation in the 230 mm plane also

reveals that the tensor magnitude is stronger in the first quadrant and weaker in the third

quadrant, reflecting the location of the intake port that induces the clockwise spiral as

illustrated in Figure 5.2. It is interesting to point out that, in spite of the induced spiral,

the general pattern of where the clockwise (green) and counterclockwise (red) motions

dominate remains similar in each plane. Hence, the spiral motion must be weaker than

that as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

In each plot, the locations of irrotational motion of fluid elements can be identified

explicitly at the interface of light green and light red regions. Stretching and rotation

of fluid-elements can be detected explicitly by tracing the direction of hyperstreamlines

and the shape of glyphs. The major and minor eigenvectors in the real domain merge

tangentially at the boundary of the complex domains. The glyph presentation shows

how the stretching of a fluid particle continues into the complex domain, forming the

elongated swirl motions near the boundaries. The interface of the real and complex

domains represents the transition from linear stretching motion (stretching with rotation)

to curved swirl motion (rotation with stretching) of a fluid element. A degenerate point

represents the location of pure rotation; hence it can be interpreted where a vortex line

intersects perpendicularly to the plane without stretching in the transverse plane. Also

a degenerate point that is located in the isotropic-scaling dominated region (dilation

(yellow) and compression (blue), respectively) implies the spiral flow along the vortex

line from the third dimension.

Comparing the three planes shown in Figure 5.3, the transformations of glyph patches

from one plane to the other provide substantial insights to fluid element motions. For
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example, the glyph packing in the complex domain near the center (clockwise rotation

- green) shows the change in strength and elongation from the upper to lower planes:

the dominant elongation in the up-down direction in the 230 mm plane becomes the side

direction in the 530 mm plane, and then back to the up-down direction but weaker tensor

strength in the 830 mm plane. Also observed in the center glyph packing are degener-

ate points well inside the complex domain that represent the locations of pure rotation.

It is noted that the weak degenerate point near 10 O’clock in the 530 mm plane, that

appears at the edge of complex domain, could represent flow separation or attachment.

It is located between a pair of counter-rotating flow regions, in the close neighborhood

of irrotational flow (at the interface of light red and light green) and within a scaling

dominated region, in this case negative isotropic scaling (compression). Note that flow

attachment/separation occurs at the transition of fluid rotations in a two-dimensional

flow. There are many revealing analyses can be made from Figure 5.3. Those enlight-

ening observations are now possible with this new hybrid visualization technique.

Figure 5.4 show this tensor field visualization on the curved wall-surface of this

data set. In Figure 5.4(a), gas enters in the left intake port and exits in the right. It

can be seen that flow contraction (blue) at the foot of the exhaust port (the right pipe)

and a pair of regions with opposing rotations in the pipe which indicate that the gas is

just commencing out from the cylinder to the exhaust. The increase in magnitude of

rotation (green) in the top surface of the cylinder and the elongation toward the exhaust

are clearly shown by glyphs.

Figure 5.4(b) shows the flow on the side of the cylinder. It can be seen that the tensor

magnitude continues to decrease as the flow migrates to the bottom of the cylinder. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: This figure illustrates this method applied to a simulated diesel cylinder data
set. In (a), I show the top of the cylinder where the flow enters the cylinder chamber. In
(b) , I show a side view of the same cylinder. This data visualized on this surface is at a
time when the piston head is at its lowest point in a combustion cycle.

glyphs in the complex domain clearly exhibit the elongated counterclockwise rotation

pattern. The size of glyphs are fairly uniform, except near the bottom where the glyphs

are slightly larger (i.e. weak tensor magnitude) noting the motion being constrained by

the bottom boundary (the top of the piston). There appear four degenerating points: two

trisectors and two wedges. Considering that they are located near the boundary of the

complex domain, within the dilation dominated region (yellow) and near the irrotational

flow (at the interface of light red and light green), those weak degenerating points must

represent flow stagnation. The foregoing intriguing flow behaviors are a few examples.

Many other features can be detected effectively with the presented hybrid tensor field
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visualization.

5.2 Simulated Earthquake Deformation Data

I have also applied this hybrid visualization technique to a simulation of coseismic dis-

placements from the June, 1992 Mw = 7.3 Landers, CA earthquake sequence. The

simulation data is from the thesis of Vincent [43] and based on the geodetic inversion

source slip model of Hudnut [12]. The model has 29 different fault segments (including

two conjugate faults at high angle relative to the main rupture zone), each with its own

strike (azimuth), length, dip, and coseismic slip vector. The fault segments with their

associated slip vectors were combined to compute the surface displacements assuming

an elastic half-space medium with a Poison’s ratio of 0.25 [43].

Figure 5.5(b) shows displacement vector field using a combination of LIC-style

streamlines (direction) and colors (magnitude) for the horizontal (north and east) com-

ponents of surface displacements from the Landers earthquake simulation data set. The

horizontal scale is 90 km x 90 km and the relative sense of motion across the fault zone is

right-lateral–standing on one side of the fault looking toward the opposite side one sees

points move to the right. Superimposed on the streamlines is the magnitude of the vector

displacements shown in color. While the general pattern of coseismic displacements is

what would be expected for a right-lateral strike-slip fault, there is additional informa-

tion not contained in this streamline/vector magnitude plot that becomes apparent when

I apply this hybrid visualization technique to the simulation data set.

Figure 5.5(a) shows this hybrid visualization technique applied to the data set. Sev-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: This figure illustrates the visualization of a simulated earthquake deforma-
tion data set. The figure is as follows: (a) presents this hybrid approach to the visual-
ization, (b) shows a previous visualization method standard in the field of earthquake
visualization and (c) shows the expected deformation modes for a right-lateral fault.

eral additional features associated with the displacement field become apparent. To help

explain the additional information content available by applying this visualization tech-

nique, and to put this information in the proper context of fault mechanics, Figure 5.5(c)

is a schematic drawing to illustrate the expected deformation modes for a right-lateral

fault that now becomes visible using this visualization technique. For right-lateral mo-

tion across a fault (or fault zone) there is a dominant counterclockwise rotation on both

sides of the fault. This is because right-lateral slip occurs on the fault but not away from

the fault setting up a counterclockwise rotation pattern on both sides of the fault. Coun-
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terclockwise rotation can be seen in Figure 5.5(a) as red coloring in the real and complex

eigenvalue domains, and the glyphs represent the complex eigenvalue regions where the

rotational component dominates the shear component of deformation. The green regions

at the fault tips and close to the fault represent clockwise rotations and similarly where

the glyphs are located are regions dominated by rotation compared to shear. Boundaries

between green and red (clockwise and counterclockwise rotation respectively) represent

regions of compression (northwest and southeast quadrants) and dilatation (southwest

and northeast quadrants) and are consistent with the seismic focal mechanism used to

predict the seismic radiation pattern associated with right-lateral slip across a vertical

fault. The two conjugate faults (a large one to the west and a small one to the northeast

of the main rupture zone) are left-lateral and act to increase the rotational component

of deformation locally which can be seen as elongation of the glyphs in the case of the

large conjugate fault on the west side of the rupture zone. These deformation modes

are not apparent using standard geodetic displacement plots and consequently valuable

information is lost. By extracting more information, I am able to show a multitude

of relevant deformation modes that encompass both geodetic displacement and seismic

radiation pattern information in one plot.
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion

6.1 Summary

Asymmetric tensor field visualization is becoming an important topic in the visualiza-

tion community for which more work is needed. In this thesis, I highlight the chal-

lenges faced by techniques for asymmetric tensor field visualization including the loss

of magnitude information and the lack of effectiveness for conveying the elliptical tensor

patterns in the complex domains. In order to address these, I introduce a hybrid visu-

alization technique for asymmetric tensor field visualization in which hyperstreamlines

and glyphs are used to represent the tensor patterns in the real and complex domains,

respectively. The sizes of the glyphs and density of the hyperstreamlines are used to

convey tensor magnitude. In addition, degenerate points are maintained by the visual-

ization as they are incorporated in the glyph packing stage. This is the first time glyph

packing is used in conjunction with asymmetric tensor fields. The combination of these

techniques generate the hybrid visualization results that are capable of delivering the

underlying physical characteristics of the data more effectively and efficiently.

I also present an image space approach for visualizing asymmetric tensor data on

surfaces. To my knowledge, this is the first time using an image space method for glyph

packing for the depiction of object space tensor data. Although, streamline tracing has

already been researched for surface visualization using an image space method [35].
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To achieve the image space approach, the components of the asymmetric tensor needed

for hyperstreamline placement and glyph packing were carefully projected to the image

plane wherein the visualization was then generated. This reduced the computation time

for the visualization by two orders of magnitude and allowed for quick visual exploration

of the data as well. In my early implementation using an object space method, the time

constraint was an impeding factor in much of the research as generating new results to

users specifications was a common need. Correcting this issue greatly affected the pace

of the resulting presentation and analysis.

Lastly, I introduce an important new application of asymmetric tensor field data,

namely simulated earthquake deformation. Though further exploration into the physical

interpretation of these results is needed, interesting insights were garnered from the

hybrid visualization of a earthquake deformation simulation.

6.2 Future Directions

This thesis presents some areas of future work, however much of it is directly related to

the effectiveness of this particular visualization method. Firstly, the results generation

time was not interactive as presented in this thesis which is not ideal. Though the com-

putation time was reduced from hours to seconds, to better allow for exploration the goal

would be for sub-second timings. This could be achieved by performing many of the

interpolation operations on the GPU, but due to the fact that the parallel transport inter-

polation scheme used in this paper is non-linear, interpolating the asymmetric tensor per

pixel might be unavoidable. Perhaps, there is no simple solution but further increasing
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the computational efficiency would benefit the usability of this visualization framework.

Secondly, I would like to extend this method to other types of asymmetric tensor fields.

The analysis in the context of flow visualization was well founded in the work of Zhang

et al [46]. In the thesis, the visualization was applied to the deformation gradient tensor

for earthquake visualization but it was not always clear exactly how the visualization

was to be interpreted. Our domain experts needed more exploration to understand the

features of the asymmetric gradient tensor and how they relate to the current analysis

constructs.

Another area for future work would be to extend the asymmetric tensor analysis and

visualization to 3D asymmetric tensor visualization. However, the visualization of 3D

data is inherently difficult without animation which takes careful and precise consider-

ations when developing analysis and interpretation. Also it is not clear how features of

the asymmetric tensor field such as the definition of real and complex domains and the

definition of degenerate points and curves extend from the 2D analysis. The domain of

vector field visualization has been extended to 3D flow fields whereas asymmetric tensor

field is lagging behind. Forays into this area of research could produce very interesting

results.
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